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ABSTRACT 

The liquid crystal lenses system, which could be electrically controlled easily for autostereoscopic 2D/3D switchable 
display was proposed. The High-Resistance liquid crystal (HRLC) lens utilized less controlled electrodes and coated a 
high-resistance layer between the controlled-electrodes was proposed and was used in this paper. Compare with the 
traditional LC lens, the HR-LC Lens could provide smooth electric-potential distribution within the LC layer under 
driving status. Hence, the proposed HR-LC Lens had less circuit complexity, low driving voltage, and good optical 
performance also could be obtained. In addition, combining with the proposed driving method called dual-directional 
overdriving method, the above method could reduce the switching time by applying large voltage onto cell. 
Consequently, the total switching time could be further reduced to around 2second. It is believed that the LC lens system 
has high potential in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The liquid crystal (LC) 1-4 lens are one of the most favorable designs for the 2D/3D switching display applications5-8. The 
purpose are that the device let viewers’ right and left eyes perceived different images from the display through the 
concept of binocular disparity9. Since the degradation of image quality as showing 2D image by using the previous fixed 
barrier or lenticular lens type display10,11., thus, 2D/3D switchable should be necessary. When applying certain voltages, 
the local electric fields are formed, and then the non-uniformed electric field distribution causes the liquid crystal 
material reorient that the refractive index changes accordingly. Thus, the phase difference is achieved and results in the 
change of light direction The High-Resistance Liquid Crystal (HRLC) lens, coating a high-resistance layer into the slits 
between each electrode as shown in Fig.1, is proposed not only for solving this issue, but also for improving such as high 
crosstalk and worse focusing ability of traditional LC lens. The high-resistance layer can let the leakage current pass 
through resistance layer when applying difference voltages on the electrodes, and then different voltage distributions can 
be produced on the resistance layer simultaneously. Therefore, good focusing ability, low operating voltage, and low 
crosstalk LC lens will be obtained. The focusing time is another issue for the liquid crystal lens. The LC response time is 
too slow to be switch between on and off because of the bulk of the LC cell gap. Even if the bulk LC lens can be operate 
by overdrive method12  to reduce the time from initial stateto focusing state (tlens-on), but the time from focusing to initial 
state (tlens-off) still cannot be reduced. According to this requirement, The Dual directional overdrive method13 which can 
provide dual directional electro-field is proposed as well. Therefore, the response time (tlens-on and tlens-off) can be further 
reduced successfully through the proposed method. 

2. PRINCIPLE AND SIMULATION 
To get the better focusing ability of liquid crystal lens, the refractive index distribution in the LC layer played an 

important role. From the formula of GRIN lens14, the effective refractive index (neff) distribution must consist with the 
parabolic curve which derived in (1).  
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Here Δn is ne (extraordinary) - no (ordinary), d is the cell gap, r is the lens radius, and f is the focal length. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of (a) traditional LC lens and (b) the proposed High-Resistance LC lens. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 2. Illustration of the electric field distribution of (a) traditional LC lens (b) High-Resistance LC lens in simulating 
software. 

The LC director profile and electric field distribution were calculated by software 2D-MOS or ExpertLCD as shown 
in Fig.2. For the traditional LC lens, the large slit within electrode make the discrete electric filed distribution as shown 
in Fig. 2(a);on the contrary,  for the HRLC lens and traditional LC lens as shown in Fig. 2(b), due to the high resistance 
layer shared the electric field, thus the smooth electric filed was formed. It also meant the LC under the slit could be 
affected thus a gradient refractive index distribution was obtained and was closer to the ideal parabolic curve than the 
traditional one. 

In the previous work, a new LC lens with superior well focusing property had generated. However, its response time 
was too slow because of the bulk LC cell gap. Thus, according to the formula of response time as shown in Eq. (2) 16, the 
thin LC cell gap, fast response LC material, and high driving voltage could be used  to shorter LC focusing time.  
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Although the overdrive method could be used to reduce the lens-on time from initial state to focusing state for the 
conventional method, the lens-off time switching from focusing state to initial state still could not be reduced due to the 
LC molecular recovered to initial state through weak anchoring force without extra external forces. Therefore, the 
driving method which called dual directional overdriving method was proposed as shown in Fig. 3. The LC structure was 
fabricated with finger-electrode on both top and bottom substrate. The Liquid crystal lens could operate at switch-on 
state when applying the corresponding voltages to top electrodes and reference voltages to bottom electrodes to build a 
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lens-like liquid crystal distribution. And it could also apply the operating voltage as well as reference voltage alternately 
to both top and bottom side simultaneously to produce lateral electric field along with the initial LC alignment. Hence the 
LC molecules tended to aligned along the initial rubbing direction. By the dual directional electric-fields, the response 
time was supposed to be reduced under the extra forces. 

 
Figure 3. Illustration of Dual directional overdrive method for  (a) focusing state and for (b) recovering state when 
applying the external lateral electric field 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
The HRLC lens for the 3 inch LCD panel was fabricated and was measured. Its high-resistance layer with its sheet 

resistance was about 3MΩ, E7 (Merck) was used as the LC material, and the cell gap, lens pitch, and electrode width of 
HR LC lens were 60 um, 188.5um, and 14.5um respectively.  

In order to affect the LC effectively, the traditional LC lens needed to provide higher operating voltage (~ 10volt) to 
affect the LC molecular under the slit area although it still could not affect the LC under the slit area well and matched 
with the ideal refractive index distribution; on the contrary, for the HR LC lens, because high-resistance layer could let 
the leakage current pass through it, the electric field could distribute to the slit area and then could affect the LC directly. 
Moreover, because the high resistance layer could conserve the electric field within it, the less power losing let the HR 
LC lens only needed lower voltage (~ 5volt). Therefore, the benefit of low operating voltage was obtained as well.   
 

 

 
Figure 4. Experimental setup for measuring retardation of HR LC Lens 

 
 

The experimental system was shown in Fig.4. He-Ne Laser is used to be the incident light for measuring the 
interference pattern of the LC cell. After incident light pass through the LC lens, the CCD could capture the fringe 
pattern to reconstruct effective refractive index (neff) distribution by the phase difference formula (3).  
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Figure 5. Effective refractive index distribution of HR LC lens under driving 5Vrms 

 
(a)                                                                           (b) 

                                       
(c)                                                                                  (d) 

Figure 6. (a) Illustration and (c) retardation image of two HR LC Lens without driving, and (b) illustration and (d) 
retardation of  two HR LC Lens under driving 

 
ΔΦ is the phase difference, Δn is ne (extraordinary) - no (ordinary), d is the pattern distance, and k is the wave number. 
The sketches of operating before and after focusing were shown in Figure.6 (a)&(c). The captured fringe images of 
before and after focusing were also shown in Fig.6 (b)&(d). According to the measured results, the reconstructed 
refractive index distribution of HR LC lens was obtained and its result was closed to the ideal parabolic curve as shown 
in Fig.5. Hence, it is believed that the proposed HRLC lens had the properties of good focus ability and the lower 
aberration for 3D image.  

Combining the proposed HRLC lens with the LCD panel, the angular distribution was measured as shown in Fig. 7. 
The HRLC lens array here was driven under 5Vrms for the specific focal length. According to the measurement, the 
crosstalk was about 25% between left and right views. The crosstalk could be further reduced when the refractive index 
distribution as close as to the ideal parabolic curve. In addition, the crosstalk also could be reduced using the digital 
crosstalk reduction method18 that the crosstalk could be reduced as well through the image processing. Finally, a captured 
image from the 3 inch 2D/3D switchable autostereoscopic display by HRLC lens was shown in Fig.8.  
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Figure 7. Angular distribution of GDLC 

 
Figure 8.  3D Images with / without using HR LC lens. 

 
The result could be categorized to two parts: the lens-on state and the lens-off state. The lens-on time of LC lens 

took about 6 seconds from initial state to focusing state without the overdrive method as introduced above. By applying 
the overdrive method, the focusing time could be reduced to 1.0 seconds. Similarly, for the lens-off time, it took about 4 
seconds to regain without applying lateral electric field. By using the proposed operating method to produce lateral 
electric field, the lens-off time could be decreased to 1.4 seconds as well. Moreover, the low operating voltage was the 
other benefit. Only 2.5Vrms was needed to accelerate the lens-off time. The sequential images during focusing and 
recovering states were captured and were also shown in Fig.9. From the result, the much faster response LC lens was 
achieved and demonstrated. Furthermore, the overall response time (tlens-on and tlens-off) of the proposed method was 
reduced by 75% comparing with the conventional LC lens. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The High-Resistance Liquid Crystal (HRLC) lens for the 2D/3D switching display with high focusing ability and low 

crosstalk had been proposed. The HRLC lens provided a voltage distribution that is closer to the parabolic curve than the 
traditional LC lens. Besides, because the high-resistance layer let the leakage current pass through resistance layer, the 
HRLC lens just needed the voltage that is lower than the traditional LC lens’s driving voltage but still performed the 
same focus length. However, the switching time was still a issue for the bulk LC cell. A specific driving method called 
dual-directional overdriving method was proposed as well to not only reduce the lens-on time, but also reduce the lens-
off time. This method could reduce the switching time by applying large voltage onto cell. Consequently, the switching 
time (tlens-on and tlens-off) could be further reduced to ~2 seconds (general it took 10 seconds).  
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Figure 9.  Light distribution of proposed LC lens under focusing   
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